MAKE COMPLEX CROSS-BORDER
DEAL FINALIZATION SIMPLE.
Nationwide Reg & Title Solution

RegUSA® with Enhanced Functionality

INCREASED
PRECISION

Intuitive User Interface

UNIQUE DEAL
FLEXIBILITY

Deal Comparison

INCREASED
EFFICIENCY

Developed with dealer input to
guide you smoothly through
each transaction.

Delivers customer-specific deal
scenarios based on taxes and
fees to ensure the right deal.

Solution Manager

Automation to flag issues after deal
submission. Quickly solves issues,
avoiding delays and the need to
interact with a rep.

Learn more and sign up for a demo at go.dealertrack.com/RegUSA

Let the new RegUSA guide you smoothly through
registration and title for every out-of-state deal.
Five enhancements to know about

•
•
•
•
•

Guides you to collect only the relevant information required
for that specific transaction.
Compare deals side by side down to city/county/municipality 		
to drive the best deal forward for the customer.
Identify exactly which documents are needed, when they 		
need to be filled out, and if they need to be notarized.
Confirm data accuracy. Input information only once to be
carried over to all parts of the registration and title process.
Progress deals faster. Gain detailed insights real-time to
prevent issues that may delay finalization.

REGUVENATE
YOUR PROCESS
Seamlessly transition from
F&I to your back office.

EFFICIENCY

CUSTOMIZATION

ACCURACY

One Login, Multiple Rooftops

Electronic Checklist

Smart Help

Only one login necessary, whether you are a single
store or a large group.

Electronic instructions specific to each deal guide you to
provide ONLY the information needed for that customer
and state.

In-line form field explanations guide users to provide
the required information.

Real-Time Updates
Reduce transaction completion times and process
quicker deals.

Real-Time Fee Comparison
Compare up to 3 unique deal scenarios side by side
in real time to provide buyers with the optimal deal.

Custom Form Generation
Generate forms based solely on the parameters of each
unique deal, eliminating unnecessary documentation.

Instructions Tailored to Each Customer
Provide each customer with the information needed
for the Reg and Title process within their home state.

Highlight Potential Errors
Notifications flag missing or inaccurate forms to help avoid
risks and reduce errors while keeping deals moving.

State-Specific Safeguards
More insight into state DMVs makes it easier to stay within
state regulations when entering customer information.

